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FAIR ACCESS PROTOCOL 

 

CONCEPT: 

The School Admissions Code determines that each local authority must have a fair access 

protocol. This is to ensure that outside the normal admissions round unplaced children, especially 

the most vulnerable, are offered a school place as quickly as possible. 

The weekly Fair Access Panel (FAP) meetings consider those cases that are on-going and new 

Hard to Place (HTP) cases. The Panel will also consider cases referred back to the panel by 

schools, for review after an allocation has been made. This will include where schools have further 

information on a pupil that leads them to believe that the pupil is potentially HTP.  In such cases 

the school will refer the case back to the FAP together with the evidence they have that requires a 

further consideration of the case. 

There is an established Fair Access and Children Missing in Education Panel (FACME) should 

there be a requirement to escalate cases not resolved at FAP. One course of action open to this 

panel is to instigate direction proceedings to the Education Funding Agency / Secretary of State. 

ACTIVITY: 

The FAP will address the following issues: 

• casual pupil mobility 

• hard-to-place (HTP) pupils 

• appropriate management of transfers 

Membership of the panel will include headteacher consultants from the secondary and primary 

phases, designated representatives from each phase and officers from the school admissions 

team.  

The panel uses a common application form to: 

• meet legal requirements in respect of parental preference and request for school 

transfer 

• assess the application against published admission arrangements for all schools 

• monitor the number of transfers between schools 
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The operation of the panel ensures that: 

• all transfer requests are date-logged on the common transfer form by LA admissions 

staff 

• the LA database is used to acquire any available school history 

• preferred schools are logged in preference order and home-school distances 

calculated 

• the number on roll (as notified weekly by each school) is compared with admission 

limits 

• pupil places are available 

 

CO-ORDINATION: 

• The interests of schools will be represented on the panel as described below 

• The Panel will be chaired by the Service Manager – School Places and Transport (or 

his representative).   

• The panel will meet every week to consider all HTP cases (both new and on-going).   

• The panel will make the decision about whether or not any individual child should be 

designated as HTP 

• Where possible, parental preference will be met, with panel recommendations being 

made to the admitting authority 

• Alternatively, the LA Admissions Team will write to advise the parent that the 

preference cannot be met and the right of appeal offered accordingly.  

• Where a child does not have a school place (i.e. following a permanent exclusion or 

move into the City) and a preference cannot be met then the nearest school with 

places available will be allocated. For pupils that are not HTP, the school allocated 

will be within a ‘reasonable distance’ as specified by government guidelines. This is 

up to 2 miles for a child aged under 8, and up to 3 miles for a child aged 8 and over. 

• For pupils that are HTP, places will be allocated in accordance with HTP availability. 

• For children that move into Wolverhampton outside of the normal admissions round, 

the FAP will aim to ensure siblings are allocated to the same school. Regard will be 

given to place availability in all of the year groups required by the siblings. In some 

instances this could mean that allocations will be made even if the school has 

reached their PAN in a respective year group. By allocating siblings to the same 

school this will help negate any issues regarding attendance and lateness that 

results in an extra strain on resources for schools and parents.  

• A copy letter will be sent to the receiving school advising of the 

allocation/recommendation and a date by which the child should be admitted 
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• The panel can recommend that an Action Planning Meeting(APM) takes place 

(organised by the receiving school) to assess in more depth the needs of the child 

concerned prior to a final decision on placement being made. 

• Supplementary information should be provided by the Headteacher of the child’s 

current school where such an APM is deemed necessary. 

• Where the application is for a pupil in a Wolverhampton school, Headteachers must 

complete section 8 of the common application form as the details disclosed will aid 

the identification of potential Hard to Place pupils.  It also enables partnership 

working and an honest and open approach to transfers. 

 

PANEL MEMBERSHIP: 

The panel is Chaired by the Service Manager – School Places and Transport (or his 
representative) 
 
ConnectEd Membership: 
 
Primary Headteachers Consultant 
Secondary Headteachers Consultant 
 
School Membership: 
 
Primary phase:  
One community/VC school representative, one own admitting authority representative 
(representative to change each half term) 
 
Secondary phase: 
One representative (representative to change each half term) 
 
In all cases the Headteacher is the representatiive although in practice, either a deputy 

head or an assistant head will attend the meetings of the panel on their behalf. 

LA Membership: 
 

Admissions and Appeals Manager or Officer 
 

 

EXTENDED PANEL MEMBERSHIP: 

When there is a professional view that a pupil is not ready for mainstream school, an extended 

version of the Fair Access Panel will be convened. In addition to the Fair Access Panel 

membership, the Vulnerable Young Persons Team Manager (or their representative) and a Local 

Authority Educational Psychologist will attend. 

The panel will meet to discuss the information pertaining to the pupil that has been collated by 
professionals and will determine the most suitable educational provision as a result 
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HARD-TO-PLACE (HTP) CRITERIA 

Classification of pupils as HTP: 

Typical indicators are likely to include one or more of the following (although the list is not 

exhaustive or prescriptive).  It will include pupils 

• who have been permanently excluded. (Significant “one-off” events that lead to a 
permanent exclusion may not necessarily mean that a pupil is designated HTP – the 
panel will determine whether or not the HTP designation should be applied in such 
cases).  

• currently in Pupil Referral Units or other full time alternative provision. 

• who have been out of school for a term or more, often because they have been 
withdrawn by a parent. 

• from unsupportive family backgrounds 

• with a history of violent or aggressive behaviour and/or those whose presence may put 
other pupils or staff at risk 

• with a history of poor attendance, defined as less than 50% attendance during the 
previous half term, or with a history of having been out of school for a term or more 
from mainstream education. 

• withdrawn from school by a family, following a fixed term exclusion, who are 
subsequently unable to find another school place 

• with unsupportive family backgrounds, where a place has not been sought by the family 

• known to the police or other agencies 
 
 
Additional categories: 
 
There are a number of categories, which although not by definition HTP, can prove difficult in a 
minority of cases.  Where this is the case, the panel will determine that the pupil should be 
designated as HTP.  Such cases may include 
 

• Looked After Children (LAC). All schools should note that a LAC is a priority case for 
admission (overriding all other considerations including the PAN) whether or not they 
have been designated as HTP.  A LAC must be admitted by the allocated school. 

• Those living in Hostels/Havens 

• Other vulnerable children including: 
❖ Children whose parents have been unable to find them a school place after 

moving to the area because of a shortage of spaces 
❖ Children of UK Service Personnel and other Crown Servants 
❖ Children of refugees and asylum seekers 
❖ Homeless children 
❖ Traveller children 
❖ Children who are carers 
❖ Children with special educational needs but without a statement 
❖ Children with disabilities or a medical condition 
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HTP AGREEMENT: 
 

• In the secondary phase, schools have agreed that they will reserve 3 places above 
PAN in each of years 7,8,9 10 and11 for HTP pupils. However, only when the 
numbers have been reached in all schools, they will have to be increased (one at a 
time) to accommodate the increased demand for HTP places.  Schools will be 
informed when this has become necessary.  The protocol will always keep 3 places 
as the aspirational limit.  Avoiding the need to increase beyond three will always be a 
high priority for the LA and schools. 

• In the primary phase, the panel will consider the PAN in the respective cohort, place 
availability and the circumstances of the pupil.  

• Schools have agreed that they will do everything they can to avoid permanent 
exclusion  

• Schools have agreed that where a pupil is transferring back to mainstream from any 
recognised Alternative Provision placement, they will be transferred as HTP pupils  

• New Arrivals from overseas are to be allocated as any other pupil arriving new into 
the City.  They will only be allocated HTP status if they meet the criteria described in 
this protocol 

• Schools have agreed to do everything they can to keep challenging pupils on their 
roll, particularly in Key Stage 4, using permanent exclusion as a last resort only when 
all other strategies to modify behaviour have been exhausted 

• Schools have agreed that from time to time when a pupil is causing difficulties but 
does not meet the HTP criteria the transfer of such pupils may be preceeded by a 
period of “guesting” on the new school’s roll.  This arrangement must be with the 
agreement of all parties (substantive school, propsed school and parents) and will 
operate as a managed move on the basis described in appendix 4.  All parties to 
such a move must sign an agreement.  During the period of “guesting”  the pupil will 
remain on the role of the substantive school until such time as a permanent move to 
the new school is agreed 

• Schools have agreed that any school subject to special measures will only have to 
accept HTP pupils in exceptional circumstances. 

 
 

GUIDANCE ON MANAGED MOVES 

Background 

For some schools it may be appropriate to arrange a managed transfer to another school as one 

of the strategies it might employ to give a challenging pupil a fresh start in a new environment.  

Any such move will be agreed by the two schools concerned and will not be a part of the HTP 

protocol.   

It is acknowledged that a change of school is a significant life event for a young person.  It is 

essential that these are only proposed as part of a solution to problems when it is established that 
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there is a reasonable chance of success.  Also essential is a contingency plan that will ensure an 

educational programme continues to be available if the transfer is unsuccessful.   

What is a Managed Move? 

In a ‘managed move’ a pupil remains on their current school roll for a 12 week period whilst 

attending another secondary school as a guest.  During this time the pupil does not go on roll at 

the new school and is marked ‘B’ (educated off site) in the register at their existing school.  There 

is a review at 6 weeks and 12 weeks and if the feedback at both review meetings is positive, the 

pupil goes on roll at the new school.  Only at this point should the pupils be off registered from the 

substantive school. 

Eligibility for a Managed Move 

The Fair Access Panel will identify pupils who are hard to place and hard to place transfers will 

happen subsequent to the weekly FAP meetings.  Separately to this process, schools may 

consider that a pupil might benefit from being the subject of a managed move in the following 

cases: 

• When a pupil is at risk of permanent exclusion 

• When a pupil has been attending a PRU, and is applying for a new school to be 
reintegrated into mainstream rather than returning to their substantive school 

It should be noted that pupils with a Statement of Special Educational Needs cannot be 

considered through this process as an alternative to the school named in the statement can only 

be agreed through an SEN Review.  

 

How is a Managed Move agreed?  

A possible school transfer should be discussed between the headteachers of the substantive 

school and the proposed receiving school. 

Subsequent to their agreement, the proposed new school will organize an Action Planning 

Meeting (APM) at their school.  This meeting must be attended by a representative from the pupil’s 

current school, the parent/carer, the pupil and any other professionals involved with the case e.g. 

alternative provision staff, etc.  The Head Teacher Consultants may also attend the APM to ensure 

the managed move process is followed. 

A formal ‘Managed Move Agreement’ will be signed by the current school, receiving school, pupil, 

parent/carer and Headteacher Consultant (see below).  A copy of the Managed Move Agreement 

will be given to both schools and the parent/carer. 

At the APM there will be a discussion about what support the pupil will be given in order to 

maximise the chance of success and 6 week and 12 week review meetings will be booked. 
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How should registers be kept? 

The original school should record a ‘B’ code (educated off site) in their register so long as the 

receiving school indicate that the child has attended.  If the child attends every day, the receiving 

school should confirm this with the original school at the end of each week.  If the pupil is absent 

from the receiving school, the original school should be notified on the day of absence to enable 

first day contact to be followed up.  The child’s attendance should also be recorded at the 

receiving school as a ‘guest pupil’, though they will not formally be included on the school roll 

during the period of the managed move.    

Review Meetings 

All parties involved in the initial APM should be present at the reviews.  These meetings provide 

an opportunity to discuss the pupil’s progress and any concerns.  The receiving school can choose 

to put the pupil on roll at any point within the 12 week period and if they do this the move becomes 

permanent.  However, if the pupil is not put on roll during the 12 week period a final decision must 

be made at the 12 week review meeting.  The managed move process should not normally go 

beyond 12 weeks.  If in exceptional circumstances there is a reason to consider extending the 

managed move period this must be discussed with and approved by both schools. 

What happens if the managed move does not work? 

If the managed move is unsuccessful then the original school must maintain responsibility for the 

young person.  This may mean that the pupil starts attending the original school again.  

Alternatively, a Special Personalised Learning Plan (SPLP) will be put into place which may 

include a package of appropriate alternative provision. 

In the event that the managed move breaks down, the substantive school may wish to consider 

whether a permanent exclusion is justified at that point. 

Managed moves will not count in the Hard to Place figures. 

 

MANAGED MOVE AGREEMENT 

 
Date:  ………………………………………. 
 
Re placement of:  …………………………………………………………………… 
 
D.O.B:  ……………………………………… 
 
A managed move has been arranged for ……………………………………………… 
 
from: ………………………………………………………………………….(current school) 
 
to:  ………………………………………………………………………….(receiving school) 
 
This move is on a trial basis and is subject to reviews after 6 and 12 term-time weeks. 
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The receiving school may place the pupil on roll at any time during the 12 week trial period and the 
move will become permanent.  After the second review, the pupil must either go on the roll at the 
receiving school or return to the original school if the trial period has been unsuccessful. 
 
The pupil’s parents fully agree to this move and will work positively with the receiving school to 
ensure that the move is a successful one. 
 
If during the trial period there is an incident which warrants permanent exclusion, the Headteacher 
of the receiving school will inform the Headteacher of the current school who will decide whether 
or not to exclude the pupil. 
 
 
 
 
Signatories to the agreement: 
 
………………………………………………………….  (Pupil) 
 
………………………………………………………….  (Parent) 
 
………………………………………………………….  (Receiving School) 
 
………………………………………………………….  (Current School) 
 
 
 

 


